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I cannot recalf whether or not you read the Tilton MPhil thesis 
in Rhodes House, as I did on Saturday. In case you did not, here 
are a few pages about thP NCL/ARM, copied in a hurry, without the 
references. Most of his sources are not named, as was necessary 
in 1985, but he lists Ernie Wentzel and Baruch Hirson among those 
he interviewed (the rest are COD people). 

I found only one passage of interest about Umkhonto (though the 
whole thesis is quite a good read) and that was in a footnote 
{Chapter 3, note 6) where he relates that an MK man told him that 
on the eve of the Edendale conference Mandela, in a house in 
Maritzburg, interviewed a series of ANC people, singly, informing 
them that the ANC was going to begin a military campaign, that 
the country was to be organized in five regions , each under the 
control of two leaders, one of whom was to be the interviewee in 
question. 

Tilton could find no one to confirm this and took the view that , 
the genesis of Umkhonto being post-1961 stay-at-home was more ) 
likely (as in Mandela's autobiography). And prompted by the ' 
emergence of the NCL.. r---
,. 

It is interesting too that he quotes Swanepoel · s 'The New 
African·, which he learned about from Winter's book. 

In July I spent an afternoon with 'Swannie', on your introduction 
(have I told you this?) and had a field day because of his deep 
and lengthy role in Namibia . I came away with a signed copy of 
his hook Polisie Avontvre .in Suid-wes! A Jetter rP.reived since 
asks for news of you. His address is now: 

264 Rosalind Road 
Murrayfield , Pretoria 0184 
tel 012 833074 

No luck with the missing dossiers. but I got a good harvest from 
the MJU files on 'kommunisme· you identified for me. Many thanks 
again. 

One item you may have missed was a Security Police report to 
Vorster on the doings of military intelligence, prompted by the 
Plotz affair. Let me know if you would like it. 
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